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Case Study

Client: Leventhal Sar LLC
Market: Denver, Aurora, Cherry Creek (Colorado)
Practice Areas: Personal Injury Law

Website: http://www.leventhalsarlaw.com/

Background & Goals
Leventhal Sar LLC is a personal injury law firm based in Denver, Colorado.
Founded by principal attorneys Sean Leventhal and Jonathan Sar, the firm
tries cases involving serious injuries and wrongful death resulting from
vehicle collisions and many forms of negligence, as well as insurance denial
and bad faith actions.
Denver is a competitive marketplace, with hundreds of consumers
searching monthly for personal injury lawyers who try cases involving car
accidents, medical malpractice, and more. Leventhal Sar LLC is a relatively
young law firm, so Page 1 Solutions worked with the attorneys to develop a
customized, comprehensive digital marketing campaign that positions the
practice for prominent placement in online search results while driving
lead generation.

Background & Goals, Cont.
Page 1 Solutions implemented the following online marketing strategies in
order to accomplish Leventhal Sar’s search marketing and business goals:
1. Engage prospective clients with a custom, mobile-friendly website
design
2. Drive qualified Web traffic to the practice website through organic
search engine optimization. Tactics include:
a. Carve a niche in Denver itself
b. Target communities within the city. Ex: the Cherry Creek
neighborhood
c. Target Colorado cities near Denver. Ex: Aurora, CO
3. Cultivate website visitors into leads through user-friendly custom
content dedicated to educating consumers and answering their
questions
The new Leventhal Sar LLC website went online in April 2016. Page 1
Solutions launched the firm’s digital marketing campaign at the same time.

Strategy 1: Custom Website Design
The attorneys at Leventhal Sar LLC worked with designers at Page 1 Solutions
to create a custom design that reflects the firm’s professionalism and passion
for justice. Elements of this design include:
• Custom photography of the attorneys and the Denver community

Strategy 1: Custom Website Design
•

Call-to-action (CTA) elements identifying major cases the firm accepts

•

Custom graphics and content illustrating the firm’s philosophy

Strategy 1: Custom Website Design
• An online reviews feature prominently positioned on the home page
and interior of the website

Strategy 1: Custom Website Design
• Conveniently positioned online contact form

Mobile responsiveness is important to both human users and the search
engine crawlers. The Leventhal Sar LLC website offers a dynamic, intuitive
experience for any device.

AWARD-WINNING WEB DESIGN
The client and consumers weren’t the only ones satisfied with the
Leventhal Sar LLC website. Just 6 months after launch, Page 1 Solutions
won a W3 Silver Award from the Academy of Interactive and Visual Arts in
the General Website Categories – Law & Legal Services for the design of
the law firm’s website.

AWARD-WINNING WEB DESIGN
The W3 Awards celebrate the “creative excellence” of brands and
marketers of all sizes, from small agencies to major firms. Each year, top
creative professionals honor the best websites, marketing campaigns,
online video, and other media across a variety of different industries.

Strategy 2: Search Engine
Optimization (SEO)
Page 1 Solutions collaborated with the client to develop an SEO
strategy that targets keywords centered on Denver and
surrounding areas. These include the nearby city of Aurora and the
neighborhood of Cherry Creek.
Targeting prospective clients in multiple relevant locations made it
possible for the search marketing campaign to bring Leventhal Sar
LLC to the attention of the widest breadth of users and help the
firm stand out in a crowded marketplace.

Strategy 2: Search Engine
Optimization (SEO)
Within 3 months of the website launch, 100% of the firm’s priority
keywords ranked on page 1 of Google search results. This trend
continued uninterrupted in a recent look at the previous 90 days
of website traffic, which showed all priority terms holding their
position in the top 10 search results for the last 3 months.

Strategy 2: Search Engine
Optimization (SEO)
Denver continues to be the leading source of traffic to the site,
comprising 60% of visitors over the last 8 months. Aurora, the
third-most populous city in Colorado, has the next highest number
of visitors.

STEADY SEO RESULTS
Google introduced a number of significant algorithm updates (changes to the
criteria the search giant uses to identify the most relevant Web pages for a
given query) since the launch of the new Leventhal Sar LLC website, including:
• Improved quality signals for mobile-friendly sites
• Major shifts in Google universal, image, and Local Pack results
• Significant updates to Google’s “Penguin” algorithm (the filter designed
to catch websites engaging in questionable link-building strategies and
penalizing them in search results) that implemented real-time operation
and opted to reward ethical websites rather than penalizing unethical ones

STEADY SEO RESULTS
Marketers and brands alike develop long-term SEO strategies by combining best
practices released by search engines like Google with research into trends in
optimization.
Algorithm updates can create significant upheaval for sites with even the most
ethical SEO practices, so the consistent presence of Leventhal Sar LLC on the first
page for its most valued keywords demonstrates the importance of a forwardthinking, individualized optimization strategy driven by mobile-friendly design and
quality content.

Strategy 3a: Custom Website Content
Writers at Page 1 Solutions created all brand new practice area pages for the
new Leventhal Sar LLC website. The content on these pages strives to meet
the following goals:
• Educate the prospective client
• Contextualize Leventhal Sar’s experience with the type of case
• Encourage the user to contact Leventhal Sar LLC to discuss their case

Pages on the website cover a wide variety of claims, from auto accidents to
bad faith insurance. This content is frequently supplemented with regular
blog posts exploring multiple facts of personal injury law, including frequently
asked questions, seasonal safety tips, and more.

Strategy 3b: Visual Content
Many of the blogs posts are enriched with custom visual content that
transforms the sometimes dry details underlying legal matters into vivid,
memorable, and even interactive visual content that commands attention and
repeat visits.
Examples of visual content on the Leventhal Sar LLC
website include:
• Infographics
• Slideshare presentations
• Quizzes
Since launch, the website for Leventhal Sar LLC has received over 6,500
pageviews. And most visitors are engaged by the content they find: The
average user accesses 2 or more pages and stays on the site for nearly
2 minutes.

Results: Lead Generation
By implementing online contact forms and call tracking services,
Leventhal Sar LLC can track leads by Web and by phone. Since the
website launched and the digital marketing campaign began, Leventhal
Sar LLC has seen sharp and sustained growth in online leads.
In the last 8 months, leads through the website have increased by over

106%!

